Electron beam transport in heterogeneous slab media from MeV down to eV.
An optimized Monte Carlo method based on the null collision technique and on the treatment of individual interactions is used for the simulation of the electron transport in multilayer materials from high energies (MeV or several hundred of keV) down to low cutoff energies (between 1 and 10 eV). In order to better understand the electron transport and the energy deposition at the interface in the composite application framework, two layer materials are considered (carbon and polystyrene with densities of 1.7 g cm(-3) and 1.06 g cm(-3), respectively) under two slab or three slab configurations as, e.g. a thin layer of carbon sandwiched between two polystyrene layers. The electron-matter cross-sections (electron-carbon and electron-polystyrene) used in the case of pure material (carbon and polystyrene) as well as our Monte-Carlo code have been first validated. The boundary interface layer is considered without any mean free path truncation and with a rigorous treatment of the backscattered and also the forward scattered electrons from one layer to another. The large effect of the choice of a low cutoff energy and the dissociation process consideration are also clearly shown in the heterogeneous multi-layer media more particularly on the secondary electron emission, inelastic collision number and energy spectra.